
Enhancing Your Lifestyle While Supporting 
Your Environmental Sensibilities.

Eco Series Garage Doors
Simply The Finest:

Door Construction Decorative Hardware

Ziegler Eco Series Garage Doors are made with 
superior craftsmanship. Our methods of construction 
mean Eco Series Garage Doors are resistant to cracks 
and splits caused by climate changes. With an Eco 
Series door, you will enjoy the rich, dynamic look of 
wood and the strength of steel.

Glass Options
Clear Plain
Tinted
White Laminate

Our Eco Series Doors are made with the goal of assisting you in creating an alluring, distinctive look while 
giving you the assurance that you’ve done your part to  “Go Green”.  Ziegler Eco Series Garage Doors are 
constructed of recycled wood product. The finished door is sturdy, reliable, and will stand the test of time.

Smooth Traditional - stainedRough Rustic - stained

Whether the look you love is the enchantingly casual 
warmth of a rustic style or a more time-honored 
traditional style, you can be sure that Ziegler Eco 
Series Doors will perfectly complement your home.
 
Years of industry experience have enabled Ziegler 
to combine the perfect blend of raw materials and 
hardware to ensure smooth operation complete with 
a lifetime warranty. Choose one of our designs or 
create your own.

Seeded
Insulated

Red: 1/8” Mahogany Luan

Green: Frame

Yellow: 5/8” Recycled
 Composite Face 

Blue: 5/8” Recycled
 Composite Trim

Bottom Fixture

Bottom Weather Seal

Our hand-forged hardware has a unique couture design which has 
been influenced from past generations around the world. Samples of 
our decorative iron hardware, shown below, bring the finishing touch. 



Spanish Colonial Series

Simple Lines, Charm, Rugged Reliability:
Perfectly at Home in the Old WOrld with the Modern 
Convenience of the New

“Embellished with authentic 
hand-crafted iron work.”

European Series

Subtle, Warm, Romantic Ambience:
An American Favorite With Colors That Reflect the 
sea, sky, and earth

Images of shuttered windows and high, steep 
hip roofs against the rolling hillsides of rural 
Europe inspire the subtle, warm, romantic 
ambience of French Country, Mediterranean, 
and Tudor style homes.

Ziegler Eco European Series Style Doors focus 
on simplicity and understatement, , creating 
a cozy charm that is welcoming. These doors 
can perfectly match the wood accents in your 
home to enhance its rural, casual appeal. Our 
antique distressing replicates the hand-hewn 
rustic look of old world Europe.

Whether your home is a new construction or you’re 
upgrading your current garage door, Ziegler Eco Series 
Traditional Style Doors will enhance both your home’s 
distinctive appeal and its value.  Arguably one of today’s 
most popular decorating themes, the traditional style 
speaks of the comforting elegance of grander times. 
Truly American, this style’s pedigree relies on the fine 
woodworking of early American craftsmen and architects.

Traditional Eco Series Doors perfectly replicate the wood 
look and smooth finish the craftsmen of yesteryear 
created. Your door’s classic lines and predictable symmetry 
will add to your home’s elegance and sophistication.
The Eco Traditional Series - built to stand the test of time.

“Accentuated with hand-hewn
antique distressing.”

Whether it is the all important 
entryway or in the arched doors 
and windows or in the wrought-
iron embellishments, attention to 
detail and proportion is what creates 
the seductive allure for which the 
European style is known.

Dark, rich colors, dense hardwoods, 
and decorative iron hardware allow 
these doors to facade some of the 
most luxurious homes in the world.

The range of color choices available 
are the polish that communicate a 
refined, yet abundant lifestyle while 
at the same time speak of personal 
warmth and bring a sense of comfort 
to your mind.

Just as the Traditional Style itself has 
stood the test of time, your Ziegler  
Traditional Eco Series Doors are built 
to withstand weather, traffic, and 
normal wear and tear for years to 
come.

“The standard 
in quality and 

craftsmanship.”

“Classic and timeless 
elegance.”


